DARTMOUTH

Parking Lots

- Anderson Parking Garage
- Channing Cox Lot: Channing Cox Permit
- Dewey Lot: Employee Green, Tan, and Dewey Lot permits. Graduate Student Dewey Commuter permit. DHMC permit. Visitor permit. Ledyard Employee and Ledyard Graduate Student permits, Lewiston Employee and Lewiston Graduate Student permits.
- DDA Lot: Employee Green and Ledyard permit. Graduate Student Dewey Commuter permit. DHMC permit. Visitor permit. Ledyard Employee and Ledyard Graduate Student permits, Lewiston Employee and Lewiston Graduate Student permits. DHMC permit.
- Ledyard Lot: Employee Green and Ledyard permit. Graduate Student Dewey Commuter permit. DHMC permit. Visitor permit. Ledyard Employee and Ledyard Graduate Student permits, Lewiston Employee and Lewiston Graduate Student permits. DHMC permit.

Winter
Parking
Under
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Visitors Parking:
For more visitor and accessible parking information search "visitor parking" from the Dartmouth homepage.
Motorcycle Parking
Visitor Overnight Parking Ban Exception Area